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French Quebec.

The Tandem Travelers
 are a traveling writing
team made up of
Maralyn D. Hill and
Brenda C. Hill - co-
authors of ‘Cooking
Secrets - The Why and
How’ and ‘Our Love
Affairs with Food &

Travel’, plus Maralyn's husband Norman E. Hill
- author of ‘Winner and Final Chairman’. Learn
more about their books on
www.BooksByHills.com, or follow their travels
around the world on
www.WhereOrWhatInTheWorld.com

Quebec City and
Surrounding Countryside
Proud Traditions Blended with A

Fascinating 
Festive Culture

By Maralyn D. Hill & Norman E. Hill, '
The Tandem Travelers'

Quebec City is often described as the most European city in North
America, as one where visitors can experience Europe without journeying across the pond.

Our initial guide, Michelle Demers, provided a history lesson. The Quebec City area, including all boroughs, contains about
750,000 population, 97% of French descent. It is bilingual and school children learn both languages, although French
predominates. The city is capital of the Quebec province, which has around 7.5 million population.

The Quebec City area was first explored by Cartier in the 1500s. But Champlain, in the early 17th century, observed the St.
Lawrence River narrow here and envisioned possibilities of both a fur trade with Indians and French settlements. He founded
Quebec City is 1608, which compares to Jamestown, Virginia’s founding in 1607 and New Orleans’ founding by Frenchmen
considerably later in 1718.

A political-minded clergyman, Bishop Laval, was awarded a large land grant.
He encouraged settlers to emigrate. He marked off grants to them, with
markings of these land strips still visible today. Settlers had to pay Laval back
for the land, in the form of around 1/12 of flour taken to a mill. In total, around
10,000 settlers emigrated. Prosperity from farming allowed the population to
grow from around 2000 in 1650 up to around 75,000 in 1759.

During the French and British wars in Europe, control of North America played
a big part in the conflict. The war on this continent was known as the French
and Indian War. The British general Wolf tried 5 times, unsuccessfully, to take
the fortified Quebec City with its very tight hilltop location. He burned local
farms and one mill, but could not budge the entrenched French. Finally, a
scout spotted women washing clothes in the lowlands river. They found a very
small path, going up the steep hillside. At night, Wolf led his men up the steep
path. The French general, Montcalm, believing the heights were impregnable,
held very weak defenses here.

Wolf’s force reached the Plains of Abraham at the summit. Next morning,
when the French saw the British, a brief battle ensued. Montcalm’s troops
were routed, and both generals were killed. The legend is they both died
heroes. While dying, Wolf asked, “Did we win?” For Montcalm who died the
next day, he expressed relieve that he would not have to live under British
rule.
As a result, all of French North America east of the Mississippi was ceded to
Britain. French settlements in New Orleans, which included a vast territory
west of the Mississippi, were ceded to Spain.

Wolf’s improbable victory was a bitter defeat for France, which no doubt still
rankles in the minds of some Quebecois. France regained some military
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revenge by providing vital help to the colonies during the American
Revolution.
Initially, the British tried to stamp out the Catholic religion, despite its tolerance
in Britain itself. However, the new rulers were cognizant of the growing unrest
in American colonies to the south. As a result, the Quebec Act was passed by
Parliament in 1774. It provided complete tolerance for Catholicism and
restored French civil law in Quebec.

Our own understanding is that the Colonials under Arnold came close to
conquering Quebec shortly after. But the French clergy were comfortable with
their new arrangements with British authorities. Also, they were apparently
alarmed by widespread irreligious attitudes among the colonials. This was part
of the Enlightenment approach popular in the thirteen colonies. Some of them
considered themselves Deists.

Because of this concern of the clergy and others, invading colonials were
deeply disappointed to find that the expected anti-British sentiment of
Quebecois would not lead them to embrace the colonial revolutionaries.
Today, the historical significance of the French colonial era is perpetuated in
the New France Festival every August. This event is now in its 14th year.  
One key part of this festival is the International Fireworks competition. It is
held in Montmorency Falls Park. Despite rain, severe at times, fireworks
proceedings were on schedule. Rather than mere fireworks by themselves,
musical accompaniments, representing different world areas, are part of each
skyward display. Precise synchronization between recorded music and
fireworks is essential and it came off without a hitch.

On a separate night, we saw the Image Mill, a visual
and audio display shown on what is known as the
world’s largest projection screen. The screen itself is
composed of 16 grain silos placed close together.
From one end to the next, Quebec’s history is
depicted by numerous key historical events.

Participants are encouraged to wear costumes of
the sort worn by people who lived and worked in the
17th century. We were pleased to wear French
colonial costumes fitted for us, since it gave us the
chance not only to observe festivities but to be
emotionally absorbed in them. We were one of the
65% of participants who were tourists.

Interestingly, wenches and members of lower
classes wore garb that was easier to fit. For some
reason, we were provided with gentry garb.
However, this required some assistance for the
women to have the back laced. One member of our
group asked to be a wench, which resulted in easy
dressing for her.
We were advised to wear comfortable shoes and were happy we did. Quebecers walk a lot and the city has more hills than San
Francisco. We know, as we walked many. One evening we walked to meet our host, Patrick Lemaire with SAQ New France
Festival for dinner at Les Voûtes du Cavour located in an 18th century house in the centre of Place Royale, the birth pace of
Québec City. 

Vendors provided varieties of food and desserts for attendees. Vocalists
sang many French folk songs, to which participants often joined in. We
joined those in soldier costumes in a parade march through many of the old
city streets.

Some enthusiastic young people follow through on a desire to be married as
part of the festival. Outside of the small local church, Notre Dame De
Victories, we witnessed this year’s wedding ceremony.
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The New France Festival is but one of a long list of Quebec City festivals
held throughout the year even in winter with its winter carnival and ice hotel.
We were fortunate to start our trip staying at the Hôtel Loews Le Concorde
outside the wall of Old Quebec City. The area that is alive with the two
largest nightclubs and an abundance of sidewalk cafés. Looking out our
window at night, we could see the area come alive and yet the beauty of the
old city in the background. We enjoyed our breakfasts and a dinner at the
hotel’s revolving panoramic restaurant, L’Astral. It was delightful seeing it
day and night. 

After four nights, we moved to the iconic Fairmont Le Château Frontenac for
the New France Festival celebration. We enjoyed our breakfasts at the
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